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2004 biography of Alexander Hamilton Author Ron ChernowCountryUnited StatesLanguageEnglishSubjectAlexander HamiltonGenreNon-fiction; BiographyPuvljalecPenguin Press Release Date April 26, 2004[1]Media typePrint, digital, audioPages818 (hardcover)ISBN978-1-59420-009-
0Dewey Decimal973.4092LC ClassE302.6.H2 2004 Alexander Hamilton is a biography from 2004. Hamilton, one of the founders of the United States, was the instrumental holder of the U.S. Constitution, the founder of the national financial system and its first minister of finance. The book,
which met with mostly positive accolade, won George Washington's inaugural inaugural American history and was nominated for the National Book Critics Circle Circle award in 2005. In 2015, the book was adapted into a musical by playwright Lin-Manuel Miranda. The stage performance
won numerous awards, including 11 Tony Awards. Background Before working on Alexander Hamilton, Chernow had previously written several books in the themes of business and finance. In 1990, he published Morgan's House, which covered the life of financier J.P. Morgan, and went to
the National Book Award for Nonfiction. In 1998, he wrote a biography about John D. Rockefeller, who remained on the New York Times best seller list for 16 weeks. [3] In 1999, Chernow shifted his focus away from business moguls to begin a biography in a new theme, American politics.
He later cited his change in focus as a way to expand my scope, and stay fresh after being imbued with requests for further biographies about gilded Age industrialists such as Andrew Carnegie and Cornelius Vanderbilt. [4] He therefore named Chernow Hamilton as his exit strategy. This
book would allow entry into constitutional law and foreign policy, but would still involve a large financial dimension. [4] Chernow began the writing process in 1998 with more than 22,000 pages of Hamilton's articles and archival research around the world. [5] He described Hamilton's
extensive writing by calling him a machine for the human word, saying he had to produce the largest number of words a man can scratch in 49 years. [6] While writing and researching, Chernow also took the time to dive deeper into Hamilton's history. He held the duel guns used in the
famous Burr-Hamilton fight, visited the prison cell in Saint Croix, where Hamilton's mother was imprisoned, went to bequia island, to which Hamilton's father disappeared after abandoning his illegitimate son, and had a lock of Alexander's hair genetically tested on his racial makeup. Chernow
explained Hamilton in his book, If Washington is the father of the state, Madison is the father of the state. then Alexander Hamilton was certainly the father of the American government. [6] Critical response After its release in 2004, Alexander Hamilton was nominated for the National Book
Critics Circle Award in biography. [8] In 2005, she won the $50,000 George Washington Book Prize for early American history. [10] The book spent three months on the New York Times best seller list after its release, before returning to the list in 2015 after the release of Hamilton: An
American Musical. [11] The book received positive reviews from both David Brooks and Janet Maslin of the New York Times. Brooks wrote: 'While other writers... they did better work describing Hamilton's political philosophy, no one caught Hamilton himself as fully and as beautifully as
Chernornov. [12] Maslin praised Chernoin's biographical ability to add a third dimension to conventional views of Hamilton while reaching beyond the boundaries of personal portraiture. [6] However, Benjamin Schwarz, who wrote for The Atlantic, criticized the book and accused Chernoin's
unfamilia with revolutionary American politics. While praising Chernow's previous biographies about Morgan and Rockefeller, his review of Hamilton said: 'He's also clearly not home in the eighteenth century; he's not home in the eighteenth century. his perception of his religion, relations and
intellectual history is uncertain and lacks the command of the ideological, political, sectal and social differences that divided the early republic. [13] In writing for the San Francisco Chronicle, Martin also thought the book was dry and speculative as well as slow; We can only assume that,
despite his ample talent, Chernoin is in need of a silly literary convention, namely that the bios of major figures must be very, very long. In 2008, Chernow collaborated with Lin-Manuel Miranda as a historical adviser to Miranda on a newly launched Broadway production of Hamilton. [11]
Miranda picked up a copy of Chernow's book during the holidays and, after the first few chapters, realized her potential as a musical. Through a mutual friend, Chernow attended the In the Heights show, where he met Miranda behind the scenes. [15] Miranda told Chernow that while
reading the biography, he saw hip-hop songs rising from the side and wanted his help as a historical advisor for the musical. [16] For six years, Chernow helped guide Miranda through the process of writing Hamilton. The musical debuted on January 20, 2015 at the Public Theater in New
York. She also received 16 Tony nominations, including best musical,[17] and was also the recipient of the 2016 Best Musical Theater Award. on the cover. Sales rose from 3,300 copies in 2014 to 106,000 in 2015, and the book returned to the New York Times best-seller list. [20] She also
returned to the list of top 50 best sellers, according to USA Today. [21] The re-release emerged as additional reviews of the biography, particularly in The Guardian,[22] and The Times. [23] After opening the musical in Europe, the book was first printed in the United Kingdom. [22]
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